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On the Quantum-Classical Separation of Marking and
Multi-Head Automata

Fernando Granha Jeronimo ∗ Arnaldo Vieira Moura †

Abstract

A 2QCFA is an automata model that combines constant size quantum and classical
memories. This model is more powerful than any 2DFA since it recognizes some non-
regular and even non-context free languages. In the classical paradigm, it is possible to
increase the computational power of a 2DFA by using markers (pebbles) or augmenting
the number of heads. Therefore, it is natural to investigate their quantum analogues. In
this work, we propose a new general marking automaton based on the 2QCFA model.
We prove that this model is more powerful than its classical analogues in terms of
computability and complexity. Moreover, we answer affirmatively to an open question
regarding the quantum-classical computability separation of multi-head 2QCFA and
2DFA.

1 Introduction
Feynman introduced the Quantum Computing paradigm after he realized that simulat-
ing quantum physics on classical computers was seemly hard [6]. Since then, many quan-
tum computational models have been proposed. A crucial question to ask is whether
these models are more powerful in terms of computability and computational complex-
ity than their classical analogues. Quantum-classical separation theorems are impor-
tant tools to investigate these questions. In this work, we introduce a new quantum
automata model which uses markers and is based on the 2QCFA formalism of Ambainis
and Watrous [1]. Moreover, we show that this new model is more powerful than the
classical two-way marking deterministic and probabilistic finite automata in terms of
computability and complexity, respectively.

Regarding computational complexity, there are two important results indicating
that quantum computers could be more powerful than any classical one. One is Shor’s
algorithm [19] that factors integers in quantum polynomial time while there is no known
polynomial time classical algorithm for this problem. The second result is an unordered
database search known as Grover’s algorithm that promotes a quadratic speedup [9].
In terms of computability, a quantum computer can simulate a classical one and vice
versa. However, the quantum simulation by classical computers is only known to be of
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exponential time complexity. Therefore, for quantum computers the only separation of
interest is related to complexity issues.

In the case of restricted computational models, such as finite automata, the quantum-
classical separation can also be in term of computability. Several models of quantum
automata have been proposed [13] [14] [23] [20]. The 1QFA model recognizes only a
proper subset of regular languages [13] [14]. Its extension, the 2QFA is strictly more
powerful in the sense that it recognizes even non-regular languages [13] [8]. A less ex-
pressive model that uses only constant classical and quantum memory, namely 2QCFA,
is also strictly more powerful than the 2DFA model, regarding computability and com-
plexity [1] [18]. It recognizes all regular, some non-regular, and some non-context-free
languages. Using this model, it is possible to recognize the palindrome language over a
two letter alphabet, an impossible task, even for a two-way probabilistic finite automa-
ton (2PFA) with bounded error [4]. Besides, 2QCFA also recognizes the non-regular
language L= = {anbn|n ∈ N} in polynomial time, whereas exponential time is needed
in the 2PFA model.

There are several studies treating marking (pebble), and multi-head automata in
the classical model [22] [17] [16] [3] [10] [12]. It is natural to study the impact of such
extensions in the quantum paradigm and investigate quantum-classical separations in
these more general models. Zheng et al. proposed a multi-head automata based on the
2QCFA model [23]. They presented the language Lpow(k) as an indication that their new
model was more powerful than its classical analogue in terms of computability for every
number of k of heads with k ≥ 3. Moreover, they let open the question of whether this
was actually true. In this work, we show that, in fact, that language can not be used
to establish such a separation. Nevertheless, we settle this question in the affirmative
proving that their model is more powerful than its classical analogue.

Yakaryilmaz introduced a one counter automata based on the 2QCFA model and
showed a quantum-classical computability separation of this new model and the classical
2DCA for sub-linear counter space [20] [21]. In principle the counter space in his model
may be arbitrarily large. However, the languages he studied required only a logarithmic
space counter in which case replacing the counter by a pebble would be equivalent. In
fact, this is a special case of our marking 2QCFA model with just one marker.

This work is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce the k-M2QCFA model,
a marking extension of 2QCFA, and establish some general notation. In section 3, we
show that the language Lpow(k) [23] can not be used to obtain a computability quantum-
classical separation for every number of heads k ≥ 3. In section 4, we present our
main results regarding a quantum-classical computability and complexity separations
for marking and multi-head automata. In section 5, we revisit and prove some 2QCFA
error amplification lemmas that are used in section 4, but that can also be used in
broader contexts. Finally, in section 6, we conclude with some open problems. We
assume the reader is familiar with quantum computing [15] and classical automata
theory [11].

2 Definitions and Notations
In this section, we define the k-M2QCFA model and state some basic notations.
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2.1 k Marker 2QCFA (k-M2QCFA)
A k-M2QCFA is formed by taking the 2QCFA model of Ambainis and Watrous [1]
and extending it with the ability to place at most k labeled markers in the input. We
define this model in the same way as was done for classical automata [12]. Formally,
a k-M2QCFA is defined by a 10-tuple, M = (Q, S, Σ, Θ, δ, K, q0, s0, Sacc, Srej), in
which:

• Q and S are sets of quantum and classical states, respectively;

• Σ is the input alphabet;

• Θ and δ are the quantum and classical evolution functions, respectively;

• K = {1, ..., k} is the set of labeled markers

• q0 and s0 are the quantum and classical initial states, respectively;

• Sacc and Srej are sets of classical accepting and rejecting states, respectively (Sacc∩
Srej = ∅).

The input tape has two tracks the input track and the marker track. Both tracks
have the same number of cells. The tape head reads simultaneously the current symbol
in the input and the marker track.

Now, we describe the input track. A generic input word x is placed in the input
track with two special delimiters, † and $, to mark the beginning and the end of input,
respectively. These two symbols are not part of the input alphabet; and the track
alphabet, Γ, is defined by Γ = {†, $} ∪ Σ. Track position 0 has the symbol †. For
i ∈ [1, |x|], track position, i, has symbol xi where x = x1x2 . . . x|x|. Finally, track
position |x|+ 1 has the symbol $. The automaton is not allowed to move the tape head
to the left of † nor to the right of $.

For each cell in the input track, there is a corresponding cell in the marker track.
The marker track has alphabet K ′ = K ∪ {0} and is initialized with all 0s. This
symbol indicates the absence of markers. For any m ∈ K, there must be no more
than one occurrence of m in the marker track. In spite of each cell holding only one
marker, this is just a notation simplification since it is possible to store in the automaton
states which markers share the same position of another already placed marker as he
number of markers is constant. Let Shalt = Sacc ∪Srej be the set of halting states, and
Snon = S \ Shalt be the set of non halting states. We denote by s and q be the current
classical and quantum state, respectively. Moreover, let σ and m be the current symbol
in the input track and the current marker in the marker track.

The computation of a k-marker 2QCFA starts with the machine states at q0 and
s0. At each iteration, the automaton uses s and σ to determine the quantum evo-
lution Θ(s, σ), which can be a unitary transformation or a measurement. Formally,
Θ is a mapping Θ : Snon × Γ → U(H(Q)) ∪ M(H(Q)). The set U(H(Q)) contains
unitary transformations in the fixed dimension Hilbert space whose base states are
in Q. Analogously, the set M(H(Q)) contains projective measurements in the same
space. Next, the classical evolution, δ, is applied. Its form depends on the type of
quantum evolution previously performed. If it was a measurement, δ is the mapping
δ : Snon × Γ × K ′ × R → S × K ′ × D, where, R is the set of possible measurement
results, K is the set of markers, and D = {−1, 0,+1} is the set of tape head directions of
movement. The tape head directions left, none, and right are mapped to −1, 0, and +1,
respectively. Otherwise, if the last quantum operation was a unitary transformation, δ
is the usual classical transition function of the form δ : Snon × Γ×K ′ → S ×K ′ ×D.
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The computation continues until a halting state is reached in which case the au-
tomaton accepts if q ∈ Sacc, and it rejects otherwise. For a given word x, there is
a probability pacc of x being accepted and a probability, prej of being rejected. The
automaton may not halt, therefore, pacc + prej may be smaller than 1.

We observe that labeled and non-labeled markers are equivalent in terms of com-
putability. This is because the number of markers is constant, and so a non-labeled
M2QCFA can store in the classical states the current permutation of markers placed
on the marker tape, together with the two markers on the left and on the right of the
reading head. Since non-label markers are equivalent to pebbles, a k-M2QCFA is also
a pebble automaton.

2.2 Notation
We present some definitions and notations used throughout this work. Besides, we
follow our own pattern to designate automata models.

Definition 2.1. (val[], pos[]) Let x = σ1σ2 . . . σl (l ≥ 0) be a word over the alphabet
Σ. Let i be an integer value between 1 and l. We denote by val[x, i] the symbol at the
ith position, that is val[x, i] = σi. Let h be the input head and suppose it is scanning
symbol σi. We define val[x, h] = σi. Let m be a marker under the corresponding cell
of σi. We denote by pos[x,m] the position of m, that is pos[x,m] = i. If x is implicit
from the context, we use the abbreviated notations val[i] = val[x, i], val[h] = val[x, h],
and pos[x,m] = pos[m].

Definition 2.2. (Σ[]) Let L be a language. We denote by Σ[L] the alphabet of L.

Definition 2.3. (markers[]) Let M be a 2QCFA. We denote by markers[M ] the num-
ber of markers used by M . Note that we consider all M2QCFA to also be a 2QCFA,
in the sense that the former is at least as powerful as the latter. If L is a language,
markers[M,L] is the minimum number of marker required to recognize L using model
M . When M is clear from the context, we use markers[L] to denote markers[M,L].

Definition 2.4. (0-sided[], 1-sided[], 2-sided[], and L[]) Let M be a computa-
tional model, we denote by 0-sided[M ], 1-sided[M ], and 2-sided[M ] the set of lan-
guages that can be recognized by M with zero error, one-sided error (words in the
language always accepted [1]) and two sided error, respectively. Moreover, L[M ] =
0-sided[M ] ∪ 1-sided[M ] ∪ 2-sided[M ].

Definition 2.5. The power language, Lpow(k), is defined as Lpow(k) = {anbnk |n >
1 and k is a fixed constant in N}.

We use the concatenation of extension, direction, type, and the suffix FA to desig-
nate a finite automata model. The extension can be none, T for Multi-tape, ST sensing
Multi-tape, and M for marking. Direction can be 1 or 2 for one-way and two-way,
respectively. Type can be D for deterministic, P for probabilistic, and QC for quantum
classical. Table 1 summarizes the automata models used in this work.
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Model Description
2DFA Two-way Deterministic Finite Automaton [11]
2PFA Two-way Probabilistic Finite Automaton [2]
2QCFA Two-way Quantum Classical Finite Automaton [1]
M2DFA Marking Two-way Deterministic Finite Automaton [12]
T2DFA Multi-head (Multi-tape) Two-way Deterministic Finite Automaton [10]
ST2DFA Sensing Multi-head (Multi-tape) Two-way Deterministic Finite Automaton [10]
M2PFA Marking Two-way Probabilistic Finite Automaton
M2QCFA Marking Two-way Quantum Classical Finite Automaton
T2QCFA Multi-head (Multi-tape) Two-way Quantum Classical Finite Automaton [23]
ST2QCFA Sensing Multi-head (Multi-tape) Two-way Quantum Classical Finite Automaton

Table 1: Automata Summary

3 Lpow(k) cannot separate k-T2DFA from k-T2QCFA
for every k

Zheng et al. [23] used the language Lpow(k) 2.5 as an indication of the computability
separation for non-sensing k-head 2DFA (k-T2DFA) and non-sensing k-head 2QCFA
(k-T2QCFA) for every k ≥ 3. In this section, we show that this language cannot be
used for this separation as a 4-marker 2DFA (4-M2DFA) can recognize it, and a k-
marker 2DFA can be simulated by a non-sensing (k + 1)-T2DFA. Therefore, there is
a non-sensing 5-T2DFA for Lpow(k) for every k. Firstly, we investigate the inclusion
L[k-M2DFA] ⊆ L[(k+1)-T2DFA]. We close this section by presenting a description of
4-M2DFA that accepts Lpow(k).

3.1 (k + 1)-head 2DFA can simulate k-marker 2DFA
It is already known that a (k+ 1)-T2DFA can simulate k-M2DFA [16]. We just restate
this result in terms of the equivalence between sensing k-ST2DFA and k-M2DFA [17].

Theorem 3.1. L[k-M2DFA] ⊆ L[non-sensing (k+1)-T2DFA].

Proof. Let A be a k-M2DFA. From [17], there is a sensing k-ST2DFA B that simulates
A. Note that this result is not trivial, since as at least one head of B must simulate A’s
head resulting in at most k− 1 heads to simulate markers. Now, it suffices to show how
B can be simulated by a non-sensing (k+ 1)-T2DFA C. In order to provide the sensing
feature, we use an extra head denoted he. Each time we want to know if two heads, hi
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and hj , are in the same cell we run the simple procedure 1.

1 Place head he at † ;
2 same = yes; // hi and hj at same position?
3 while val[hi] 6= † and val[hj ] 6= † do
4 Move he one position to the right ;
5 Move hi and hj one position to the left ;
6 end
7 if val[hi] 6= val[hj ] then
8 same = false ;
9 end

10 // Restore hi and hj original positions
11 while val[he] 6= † do
12 Move he one position to the left ;
13 Move hi and hj one position to the right ;
14 end

Algorithm 1: Sesing feature with one extra head.

3.2 4-M2DFA to accept Lpow(k), for any k

Zheng et al. created a non-sensing (k + 1)-T2DFA for Lpow(k). They used k heads to
store digits of a number in base n. We follow a different approach. We show that given
two delimited regions (contiguous sequence of symbols) in the input word of size C1 and
C2, it is possible to obtain a delimited region comprising C1 ∗ C2 symbols or detect no
such region exists using only a fixed number of markers. This is formalized in the next
lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let x = a+b+ be an input word with l = |x| . Let n denote the number
of ’a’s in x. If we have a delimited region from position pstart to pend of size nk, it is
possible to find a region of size nk+1 starting from p′start provided (p′start + nk+1) ≤ l.
We assume that it is possible to detect pstart, pend, and p′start. This procedure requires
three additional temporary counters, and it runs in polynomial time. Moreover, the case
(p′start + nk+1) > l can be detected.

Proof. The idea is to use the region of ’a’s that contains n symbols in order to multiply
the number of symbols between pstart and pend by n.

Let mcount be a marker that will range from pstart to pend. Let mprospect be a
prospective marker that will start at p′start and will finish at (p′start + nk+1) provided x
is large enough. Let ma be a marker that will range in the region of ’a’s.

For each symbol within pstart to pend, we do the following: starting from ma in the
first ’a’, we advance ma and mprospect one position to the left until val[pos[ma]] = b.
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The algorithm 2 makes precise this idea.

1 Let pstart and pend be the positions delimiting a region of size nk ;
2 Place a marker mcount at pstart ;
3 Place a marker mprospect at p′start ;
4 while pos[mcount] ≤ pend do
5 Place a marker ma at first ’a’;
6 while val[pos[ma]] 6= b do
7 Move ma one position to the right ;
8 Move mprospect one position to the right ;
9 // |x| < p′start + nk+1

10 if val[pos[mprospect]] = $ then
11 Error ;
12 end
13 end
14 Move mcount one position to the right ;
15 end

Algorithm 2: Multiply algorithm
Each step of the inner while loop adds n symbols to the region delimiteded by p′start

and mprospect. Since this process is repeated nk times, we end up with nk+1 symbols.
Placing markers mcount, mprospect, and ma requires time O(l). Each step, of the

inner while loop takes time O(l) and is executed at most O(l) times. The outer while
loop is executed O(l). Therefore, the total running time is O(l3).

If the input x is shorter than (p′start+n
k+1), this situation is detected whenmprospect

is advanced.

The following lemma shows how to find a region of size nk. It is basically an induction
using lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.3. Let x = a+b+ be an input word with l = |x|. Let n and numb denote
the number of ’a’s and ’b’s in x, respectively. If numb ≥ nk, then it is possible to
find a region of size nk starting at the first ’b’. Otherwise, it is possible to detect that
numb < nk. This procedure, runs in polynomial time and uses at most 4 markers.

Proof. We proceed by induction on k ≥ 1. Let k = 1. In this case, we use two markers
ma and mprospect. The counter ma starts from the first ’a’ and mprospect starts from
the first ’b’. Counter ma and mprospect are advanced one position until val[ma + 1] = b.
The region from the first ’b’ to mprospect contain n symbols. In this step, we use only
two markers. This step runs in time O(l2).

Inductive step. We assume the result holds for some k, with k > 1. Let pstart be the
position of the first ’b’ from left to right. Let pend the position of a marker satisfying
(pend − pstart + 1) = nk. From lemma 3.2, making p′start = pstart, the region can be
increased to nk+1 using three additional markers. Since, we were already using a marker
for pend (pstart is implicit), at most 4 markers were used. For the running time, each
of the k steps runs in O(l3). Therefore, the total running time is polynomial, even if
k ∈ O(p(l)) for some polynomial p(l).

We compile these results in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4. Let x = a+b+ be an input string with l = |x|. There is a 4-marker
2-way deterministic finite automaton that decides Lpower(k) in polynomial time.
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Proof. If the number of ’b’s satisfies numb ≥ nk, then Lemma 3.3 states that a region of
nk ’b’s can be delimited. It suffices to ensure that val[mprospect+1] = $ to guarantee that
x ∈ Lpower(k). If numb < nk, by Lemma 3.3 this situation can be detected. Regarding
the polynomial total running time, this same Lemma guarantees the procedure takes
only polynomial time, and detecting if pos[mprospect] = l requires O(l) time. Therefore,
the result follows.

4 Computability Separation
In this section, we prove a separation in the computability power of k-M2DFA and of
k-M2QCFA, in the sense that there are languages recognizable by the latter but not
by the former. We also prove a similar result for the multi-head case by showing a
computability separation of k-T2DFA and k-T2QCFA. This last separation result was
left as an open question in [23]. Furthermore, we present a complexity separation of
the k-M2QCFA and a k-M2PFA. To accomplish these results, we use a hierarchy of
languages, which was already used to prove that (k + 1) markers are better than k
markers, in the classical case [12]. This hierarchy is defined next:

Definition 4.1. Lk(L) is a language defined inductively in terms of L as follows:

• If k = 0, then L0(L) = L

• Otherwise, Lk(L) = {x1#x2#...#x2n| exactly half xi ∈ Lk−1(L), n ≥ 1 and # /∈
Σ[Lk−1(L)]}

Since half of the sub-strings xi belong to Lk−1(L), an automaton for deciding Lk(L)
will need to count. But, as n can be arbitrary, this counting is impossible using only
finite classical memory, and so, a new marker is required to keep the counting.

One important property of this language hierarchy is stated in the next theorem,
adapted from [12].

Theorem 4.2. If L requires m markers to be recognized, then Lk(L) requires m + k
markers to be decided using the M2DFA model.

The next definition names the set of languages recognized by a k-M2DFA.

Definition 4.3. The Classical Hierarchy level k, denoted by CH(k), is defined as the
set of languages CH(k) = {L| there is a k-M2DFA that recognizes L}.

As a corollary to Theorem 4.2, we have a computability power separation for 2DFA
with k + 1 and with k markers.

Corollary 4.4. CH(k + 1) 6⊆ CH(k).

Proof. From Theorem 4.2 Lk+1(L) ∈ CH(k+m+1), but Lk+1(L) 6∈ CH(k+m) where
m = markers[Lk(L)].

Analogously to the classical case, we define the set of languages recognized by a
k-M2QCFA.

Definition 4.5. The Quantum Hierarchy level k, denoted by QH(k), is defined as the
set of languages QH(k) = {L| there is a k-M2QCFA that recognizes L}.
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4.1 Quantum-Classical Separations
In order to prove quantum-classical separations, we first prove several auxiliary lemmas.
Let L be a language, and consider languages Lk(L) and Lk−1(L) for some k ≥ 1. Let
M be a 2QCFA that accepts language Lk−1(L) with two-sided error ε. For an input
word y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n, the value of n can be arbitrarily large. Since the error
ε is constant, the probability of correctly recognizing all xi decreases exponentially if
ε > 0. The challenge is to amplify the error ε to ε

f(n) when simulating M on each xi.
We observe that the amplification must consider the global parameter of the input n;
it is not possible to analyze each xi in isolation if ε > 0.

The first lemma assumes that this amplification is possible. We denote by amplify[M ]
the new 2QCFA recognizing the same language as M , but, with error ε

f(n) . With this
assumption, we show how to create a 2QCFA, M ′ that decides Lk(L). The next two
lemmas show how to amplify the error in the special cases of a one-sided and two-sided
error 2QCFA, respectively. They use results from some general amplification lemmas
established in section 5. These three lemmas will allow us to show that languages at
levels 0, 1, and 2 can be recognized using the same number of markers in the quantum
M2QCFA model. As a M2DFA is trivially a k-M2QCFA, we will be able to conclude
that M2QCFA is computationally more powerful than its classical counterpart.

Lemma 4.6. Let Lk(L) and Lk−1(L) be languages at two consecutive levels in the
language hierarchy based on a language L. If there is a 2QCFAM for language Lk−1(L),
such that amplify[M ] has two-sided error ε0

f(n) with f(n) = cn3 for some constant c,
then there is a 2QCFA M ′ that accepts Lk(L).
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Proof. An automaton M ′ is described algorithmically as follows:

1 // Let Rα denote a rotation by angle α
2 Check classically if the input is y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n ;
3 while True do
4 // Initialize one-qubit used for counting
5 Let qcount = q0 ;
6 for i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} do
7 Simulate amplify[M ] on y with sub-string xi ;
8 if M accepts then
9 qcount = R√2πqcount ;

10 end
11 else
12 qcount = R−

√
2πqcount ;

13 end
14 end
15 Measure qcount ;
16 if qcount = q0 then
17 if Rand[

p′suc

2kn2 ] then
18 Accept ;
19 end
20 end
21 else
22 Reject ;
23 end
24 end

Algorithm 3: Automaton M ′ accepting the language Lk(L).
Let the input word be y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n. The probability of correctly recog-

nizing all 2n xis is (1− ε0
f(n) )

2n. Using Bernoulli’s inequality, this probability, denoted
psuc, can be bounded:

psuc ≥ 1− 2n
ε0
f(n)

.

Let p′suc = 1− 2n ε0
f(n) be the minimum value of psuc. Furthermore, let nLk−1(L) and

n 6Lk−1(L) be the number of xi terms in Lk−1(L) and not in Lk−1(L), respectively. In
[1], Ambainis and Watrous determined the probability of detecting when the number of
clockwise and counter-clockwise

√
2π rotations differs. In other words, when nLk−1(L) 6=

n 6Lk−1(L) we get:

pdetect ≥
1

2(nLk−1(L) − n 6Lk−1(L))
2
.

Since nLk−1(L) + n 6Lk−1(L) = 2n, pdetect can be bounded below by:

pdetect ≥
1

2(2n)2
=

1

8n2
.

If y /∈ Lk(L), the probability of rejecting at each iteration is:

prej ≥ p′suc
1

8n2
.
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Otherwise, if y ∈ Lk(L), the probability of rejecting it at each iteration is prej ≤
(1− psuc)pdetect. Moreover, since pdetect ≤ 1, we get:

prej ≤ 2n
ε0
f(n)

1.

We fix the acceptance probability at each iteration to pacc =
p′suc

2kn2 and show that
the error of M ′, denoted by ε′, can be made arbitrarily small.

If y ∈ Lk(L), the total acceptance probability, denoted by Pacc, is:

Pacc =
∑
i≥0

(1− pacc − prej)ipacc =
pacc

pacc + prej
=

1

1 +
prej
pacc

.

Now, we show that the ratio prej
pacc

can be made arbitrarily small for y ∈ Lk(L). Let
γ = 2nε0

f(n) . By adjusting f(n), 1− γ can be made greater than 1
2 . The ratio prej

pacc
can be

expressed as:

prej
pacc

≤ γ

1− γ
2kn2 ≤ γ2k+1n2.

For f(n) = cn3, with c constant and n > 1, the fraction prej
pacc

can be made arbitrarily
small.

For y /∈ Lk(L), the total probability of rejecting denoted by Prej is:

Prej =
∑
i≥0

(1− pacc − prej)iprej =
prej

prej + pacc
=

1

1 + pacc

prej

.

In this case, the fraction pacc

prej
can also be made arbitrarily small by adjusting k:

pacc
prej

≤ 8n2

2kn2
.

The expected running time of M ′ is polynomial provided that M runs in expected
polynomial time.

The following lemma shows how a one-sided error 2QCFA for Lk−1(L) can be am-
plified.

Lemma 4.7. Let M be a 2QCFA accepting Lk−1(L) with one-sided error ε. We build
a M2QCFA M ′ with one-sided error at most ε

f(n) that accepts Lk−1(L). The expected
number of iterations of M ′ is polynomial in n provided that: f(n) is polynomial and
M runs in expected polynomial time. The number of marker of M ′ is markers[M ′] =
max{markers[M ], 1}.

Proof. (We will also denoteM ′ by amplify[M ]). Note that from the definition of Lk(L)
the parameter n is half the number of strings xi in the input. The description of M ′ is
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given in 4.

1 Let y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n ;
2 Let M be a 2QCFA with one-sided error ε;
3 Let pstop = 1

2f(n)n be the probability of stopping the procedure ;
4 Let the head be at posxi

: the position preceding the first symbol of xi († or #);
5 // To simulate probability pstop we need to remember position xi
6 Place marker mxi

at posxi
;

7 // Rand[(1− pstop)] returns true with probability (1− pstop)
8 while Rand[(1− pstop)] do
9 // M is never simulated with marker mxi

present
10 Remove marker mxi

;
11 Simulate M on xi ;
12 if M rejects x then
13 Reject ;
14 end
15 Place marker mxi

at posxi
;

16 end
17 Remove marker mxi ;
18 Accept ;

Algorithm 4: amplify[M ] where M is a one-sided error 2QCFA
From Lemma 5.1 and given that pstop ≤ 1

2f(n) log f(n) , we have that amplify[M ]

has one-sided error ε
f(n) and simulates M a polynomial number of times in n. More-

over, the only marker amplify[M ] uses is never used when M is simulated. Therefore
markers[amplify[M ]] = max{markers[M ], 1}.

The following lemma shows how a two-sided error 2QCFA for Lk−1(L) can be am-
plified.

Lemma 4.8. Let M be a 2QCFA accepting Lk−1(L) with two-sided error ε. We build
a M2QCFA M ′ with two-sided error at most ε

f(n) that accepts Lk−1(L). The expected
number of iterations of M ′ is polynomial in n provided that: f(n) is polynomial and
M runs in expected polynomial time. The number of markers of M ′ is markers[M ′] =
max{markers[M ] + 1, 2}.

Proof. (We will also denote M ′ by amplify[M ]). From Lemma 5.4, we know that if we
can store and update a gambler’s ruin game state starting with n coins for each player,
then we can reduce the error ε to ε

2f(n) where f(n) is ∪k>1O(kn). Now, we show how to
do this using a marker to store the game state. Initially, we use a one-sided 1-M2QCFA
to find the nth symbol # with probability (1 − ε

2f(n) ) and we place a marker mgamble

at this position. Note that we could have done this classically as we have two markers.
However, we intend to keep the number of markers as low as possible. Afterwards, we
simulate M on xi. Each time it accepts xi, we move mgamble to the next # or $ on
the right. Each time, it rejects xi, we move mgamble to the next # or † on the left. If
val[mgamble] is $, there is a high probability that xi ∈ Lk−1(L). Otherwise, there is a
high probability that xi /∈ Lk−1(L).
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The description of M ′ is detailed in 5.

1 Let y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n ;
2 Let M be a 2QCFA with two-sided error ε;
3 Let the head be at posxi : the position preceding the first symbol of xi († or #);
4 Place a marker mxi at posxi ;
5 // Marker mgamble will store the state of the gambler’s ruin game
6 Place a marker mgamble in the n symbol # ;
7 while val[mgamble] = # do
8 Remove mxi

;
9 Run M on xi ;

10 Put mxi back at posxi ;
11 if M accepts xi then
12 Move mgamble to the next # or $ ;
13 end
14 else
15 Move mgamble to the previous # or † ;
16 end
17 end
18 if val[mgamble] = $ then
19 Accept ;
20 end
21 else
22 Reject ;
23 end

Algorithm 5: amplify[M ] where M is a two-sided error 2QCFA
Note that amplify[M ] keeps the marker mgamble while simulating M . Therefore,

amplify[M ] use, at least, one more marker than M . Additionally, amplify[M ] uses an
anchor marker mxi

not to loose the position of xi. This marker mxi
is not kept when

simulating M , but it is used at the same time mgamble is used. For this reason, the
total number of markers used by M ′ is markers[M ′] = max{markers[M ] + 1, 2}.

Now, we are ready to show the computability separations lemmas. Initially, we show
how to go from a language L recognized by a M2DFA to a language L1(L) without
using extra markers and obtaining a one-sided error 2QCFA. Secondly, we show how
to go from a one-sided error 2QCFA for L1(L) to a two-sided 2QCFA for L2(L), again
using the same number of markers. Finally, we show how to go from a two-sided error
2QCFA for Lk−1(L) to a two-sided error M2QCFA for Lk(L), but now we require one
extra marker. These results imply that the language hierarchy moves down two levels
in terms of required markers.

Lemma 4.9. If L ∈ CH(markers[L]), then L1(L) ∈ QH(markers[L]). Moreover,
L1(L) is accepted by a one-sided 2QCFA.

Proof. Let M0 be the m-M2DFA that recognizes L with m = markers[L]. We build a
m-M2QCFA, M , that simulates M0 and has one-sided error. From our assumption M0

recognizes L with zero error as it is a M2DFA. Consequently, amplify[M0] satisfies the
hypothesis of Lemma 4.6. For a y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n ∈ L1(L), as every xi is recognized
exactly the net rotation will be zero and M ′ will be a one-sided error automaton.
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Lemma 4.10. If L ∈ CH(markers[L]), then L2(L) ∈ QH(markers[L]), formarkers[L] ≥
1. Moreover, L2(L) is accepted by a two-sided 2QCFA.

Proof. Lemma 4.9 states that there is a one-sided error 2QCFA M accepting L1. Be-
sides, Lemma 4.6 states that from amplify[M ] with error ε

f(n) , we can get a two-sided
error 2QCFA accepting Lk(L). From Lemma 4.7, we get this one-sided error amplifica-
tion with a number of markers of amplify[M ] as min{markers[M ], 1}.

Lemma 4.11. The language hierarchy shifts down two levels in the M2QCFA model,
that is, Lk(L) ∈ QH(markers[L] + k − 2) for markers[L] ≥ 2.

Proof. The proof is an induction on k ≥ 1.
Base cases: k = 1 and k = 2 follow from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.
Inductive Step. Suppose the result holds for some k ≥ 2, then there is a M2QCFA,

M , with markers[M ] = (m + k − 2), m ≥ 2, and k > 2. Combining Lemmas 4.6 and
4.8, we have a 2QCFAM ′ with markers[M ] = (m+(k+1)−2) accepting Lk+1(L).

It is important to note that as we move from L to L1(L), if a probabilistic automaton
were used, instead of a quantum one, the expected time would have been exponential.
Replacing each xi in an input y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n by a if xi ∈ L and by b otherwise,
the resulting language is still non-regular. Therefore, any 2PFA would require exponen-
tial time to accept this language [7]. This same reasoning holds for every level k ≥ 1 in
the M2PFA model. This result represents a quantum-classical complexity separation.

If 0-sided[2QCFA] = 1-sided[2QCFA] or 1-sided[2QCFA] = 2-sided[2QCFA], a
simple induction using Lemma 4.9 or Lemma 4.10 would show that the language hier-
archy Lk(L) would collapse, in the sense that a fixed number of markers would be used
to recognize Lk(L) for every k, in the quantum model.

Theorem 4.12. If M0 with two-sided error ε can be amplified for an arbitrary error
ε

p(n) for some polynomial p(n), then Lk(L) ∈ QH(markers[L]) for every k.

It is more likely that 0-sided[2QCFA] ⊂ 1-sided[2QCFA] ⊂ 2-sided[2QCFA] with
strict inclusions. In this case, there would be a language L requiring a two-sided error
2QCFA M0 to be recognized. We could use L to derive the language L1(L). For a word
y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n, n could be made arbitrarily large in which case M0 error would
need to be amplified. If markers[M0] = 0, we cannot even use a marker to store xi’s
position. In all cases, the amplification needs to be done using only constant classical
and quantum states, otherwise it will require extra markers. As these obstacles seem
hard to overcome for a 2QCFA, we conjecture that this amplification is impossible. An
important implication of this conjecture is a hierarchy of languages not recognized by
2QCFA. Currently, there is no known language which can not be recognized by this
model.

Conjecture 4.13. Suppose 0-sided[2QCFA] ⊂ 1-sided[2QCFA] ⊂ 2-sided[2QCFA]
with strict inclusions. Let L ∈ 2-sided[2QCFA] \ 1-sided[2QCFA], and let M0 be a
2QCFA recognizing L. Let the input word be y = x1#x2# . . .#x2n. If M0’s error
cannot be amplified, then Lk+1(L) /∈ QH(k +markers[L]).

In the classical paradigm, one or two markers are equivalent that is L[1-M2DFA] =
L[2-M2DFA], trivially from [17]. Nonetheless, in the quantum case a 1-M2QCFA can
recognize languages not known to be recognizable by 2QCFA. An example is the lan-
guage Lmiddle = {xay|x, y ∈ {a, b}?|x| = |y|}.
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For brevity, we give a sketch of the proof that Lmiddle is in L[1-M2QCFA]. It is
known that we can get an one-sided error 2QCFA for L= = {anbn|n ∈ N}. For an
input x = σ1σ2 . . . σl, it is possible to sequentially place a marker in each σi an test
if |σ1 . . . σi−1| = |σi+1 . . . σl| using a simple variation of this automaton. From Lemma
5.1, this can be accomplished with high probability. In case the test succeeds, if σi = a
the input is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. A similar procedure is used to find the
nth symbol # in Lemma 4.8.

4.2 Computability Seperation for Multi-head Automata
In this section, we answer an open question raised in [23]. That is, we show that an
m-T2QCFA can recognize languages that m-T2DFA can not. Firstly, we prove that
for positive integer k1 and k2 with k1 > k2, a T2DFA for Lk1(L) requires more heads
than for a T2DFA that accepts Lk2(L). Then, the proof separating quantum-classical
marking automaton follows by a similar reasoning as was done for multi-head case.

Theorem 4.14. Let L be a language recognized by a non-sensing multi-head 2DFA.
Then Lk+1(L) requires more heads than Lk(L).

Proof. For a fixed m, suppose that there is a non-sensing m-T2DFA, M , for Lk(L)
and Lk+1(L). It is trivial to see that M can be simulated by a m-M2DFA. It suffices
to use one marker for each head of M . We have two levels of the language hierarchy
being recognized by the same number of markers which is a contradiction to Theorem
4.14.

Theorem 4.15. L[k-T2DFA] ⊂ L[k-T2QCFA] with strict containment for k ≥ 3.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the marker case as was done to prove Theorem [?].
Assume L requires m heads to be accepted in the T2DFA model. From L to L1(L),
the proof is the same. From L1(L) to L2(L), three heads will be needed. One to mark
the xi being amplified, other to run through the whole input to simulate a probability
depending on n, and a last one to provide the sensing feature. If the number of heads
required by L is greater than or equal to 3, no extra heads are necessary. From Lk(L)
to Lk+1(L), we need the three heads of the previous cases, as well as one extra head to
keep the gambler’s ruin game status.

5 General Amplification Lemmas
In this section, we develop amplification lemmas that can be used for any 2QCFA.
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4 regard the cases of one-sided and two-sided 2QCFA amplification,
respectively.

5.1 One-sided amplification
The following lemma states that it is possible to amplify a one-sided error 2QCFA to a
polynomially small error.

Lemma 5.1. (One-sided amplification) Let M be a 2QCFA with one-sided error ε that
recognizes a language L, and let n denote some parameter. If it is possible to simulate
a probability p ≤ ε

2f(n) log f(n) , then it is possible to build a one-sided error 2QCFA, M ′
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accepting L with error at most ε
f(n) . The automaton M ′ simulates M an expected O( 1

p )
times.

Proof. We exploit the fact that amplifying a one-sided error 2QCFA can be simply done
by a probabilistic procedure. To achieve the desired error, it suffices to probabilistically
simulate M enough times with high probability. If M rejects, we known with certainty
that the input x is not in L. The automaton M ′ is specified in 6.

1 Let M be a 2QCFA with one-sided error ε;
2 Let pstop = p be the probability of stopping the procedure ;
3 while Rand[(1− pstop)] do
4 Simulate M on x ;
5 if M rejects x then
6 Reject ;
7 end
8 end
9 Accept ;

Algorithm 6: 2QCFA M ′ for one-sided error amplification
Let nit be the minimum number of iterations to achieve the desired error. Note that

once M is a one-sided error 2QCFA, the error decreases exponentially with nit. We
want the error after nit to be:

εnit ≤ ε

2f(n)
.

Then, nit can be bounded below by:

nit ≥
1

log ε
(log ε− log 2− log f(n)).

Hence, there is suitable constant c′ such that nit = c′ log f(n) satisfying the previous
equation.

Let (1− pstop) be the probability of running M one more time. To run M nit times
with high probability, we have:

(1− pstop)nit ≥ 1− ε

2f(n)
.

Using Bernoulli’s inequality, that is (1 + x)n ≥ 1 + nx for x > −1, we can obtain a
lower bound for (1− pstop)nit . We just make the lower bound greater than 1− ε

2f(n) :

1− nitpstop ≥ 1− ε

2f(n)
.

Then,
pstop ≤

ε

2f(n)nit
.

The probability of running the desired number of iteration is at least (1− ε
2f(n) ). In

this case, the success probability is at least (1 − ε
2f(n) ). Therefore, the overall success

probability is at least:

(1− ε

2f(n)
)(1− ε

2f(n)
) ≥ 1− ε

f(n)
.
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Denote the expected number times M will be simulated by E[nit]. Then,

E[nit] = pstop
∑
i≥1

i(1− pstop)i = pstop
(1− pstop)

(1− (1− pstop))2
=

(1− pstop)
pstop

.

Since 1− pstop > 1
2 for n sufficiently large, E[nit] is O( 1

pstop
).

Corollary 5.2. If M runs in expected polynomial time, then M ′ also runs in expected
polynomial time.

Corollary 5.3. Let M be a 2QCFA with one-sided error ε and let n denote the input
size. It is possible to build a 2QCFA, M ′, with one-sided error ε

f(n) where f(n) is a
polynomial or f(n) = 2n.

Proof. We know how to generate probabilities of the form 1
n using the input word [1].

Besides, we also know how to generate probabilities of the form 1
2 using Hadamard

gate of one qubit. In order to generate a more sophisticated probability such as 1
2inj ,

we run the first procedure j times and the second i times and accept only if all have
succeeded.

5.2 Two-sided amplification
Lemma 5.4 states that is possible to amplify a one-sided error 2QCFA to a polynomially
small error provided the required space to store the gambler’s ruin game state.

Lemma 5.4. (Two-sided amplification) Let M be a 2QCFA with two-sided error ε that
recognizes a language L, and let n denote some parameter. If it is possible to store and
update the state of a gambler’s ruin game in which each player starts with n coins, then
it is possible to build a two-sided error 2QCFA M ′ accepting L with error ε

f(n) where
f(n) is ∪k>1O(kn). The automaton M ′ simulates M an expected O(n) times.

Proof. The amplification proof relies on simple results of the gambler’s ruin problem.
A gambler with coinsg coins makes bets in a casino with coinsc coins. The gambler
wins each bet with probability p. The game only ends when the gambler or the casino
is ruined loosing all coins. This problem is described in more depth in [5].

In the automata case, each simulation of M on input x can be viewed as a bet with
probability p = 1−ε. Define q as q = 1−p. The algorithm simulates a simple gambler’s
ruin problem and is described in 7. The probability of the gambler wining the game is:

Pgambler =
1− ( qp )n

1− ( qp )2n
.

Since q < p, we have:
Pgambler ≥ 1− (

q

p
)n.

The fraction q
p is equal to ε

1−ε . From the definition of a M2QCFA, we have that
q
p <

1
k , for every constant k > 1. Therefore, the error becomes exponentially small in

n.
The total success probability, psuc, is:

psuc ≥ 1− (
1

k
)n.
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For every k and with f(n) in O(kn), this probability is bounded below by:

psuc ≥ 1− ε

f(n)
.

1 Let x be the input word ;
2 Let M be to 2QCFA to be amplified ;
3 Let coinsg be the number of gambler’s coins ;
4 Let coinsc be the number of casino’s coins ;
5 coinsg = coinsc = n ;
6 while coinsg > 0 and coinsc > 0 do
7 Run M on x ;
8 if M accepts x then
9 Increment coinsg ;

10 Decrement coinsc ;
11 end
12 else
13 Decrement coinsg ;
14 Increment coinsc ;
15 end
16 end
17 if coinsg = 2n then
18 Accept ;
19 end
20 else
21 Reject ;
22 end

Algorithm 7: 2QCFA M ′ for two-sided error amplification
The expected number of times M will be simulated for a given xi is given by the

equation from gambler’s ruin problem:

nit =
2n

p− q
1− ( qp )n

1− ( qp )2n
− 2n

2(p− q)
.

Since p > q, nit can be bounded by:

nit ≤
n

p− q
.

From the definition of a 2QCFA, p and q are constants. Hence nit is O(n). Therefore,
if M runs in polynomial time, M ′ will also run in polynomial time.

6 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced the M2QCFA model by extending the 2QCFA model with
markers. We showed that this new model is more powerful than its classical analogue
M2DFA and M2PFA model in terms of computability and complexity, respectively. Re-
garding the open question about computability power of the quantum T2QCFA model
versus the classical T2DFA model, with a number k ≥ 3 of heads, we showed that the
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language Lpow(k), which was proposed as an indication of their separation is, in fact, not
a good witness. There is a 5-T2DFA recognizing this language for every k. Nevertheless,
we answered affirmatively the question: the T2QCFA model is indeed computationally
more powerful than the T2DFA model.

For future work, there are some important questions left open. Among them, we
would like to highlight:

• A language that can not be recognized by the 2QCFA model.

• Increasing the number of markers or heads also increases the computability power
of the M2QCFA or T2QCFA model?

• Given access to a biased coin whose probability of turning heads is p, can a quan-
tum algorithm identify if p > 1

2 using a fixed amount of quantum memory?

• Obtaining more tight relationships among the languages accepted by the k-M2QCFA,
k-T2QCFA, and k-ST2QCFAmodels, other than the trivial containments L[k-M2QCFA] ⊆
L[(k+1)-ST2QCFA] ⊆ L[(k+2)-ST2QCFA].
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